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Notes: 
• This survey was administered online to all faculty using the Canvas Learning 

Management System during the summer 2013 quarter 
• The surveys were emailed to faculty and links appeared to the surveys in Canvas 
• 19 out of 40 faculty responded for a response rate of 47.5% 
• The percent who “did not answer” in the following tables is the percentage of the 

19 respondents that did not answer 
 

 
 
 



 
 

1. How strongly do you agree that… 
 

 
 

 
 

Other workaround 
Copying template info was a problem that has been remedied by text support.  Hope it 
works! 
I was able to upload files from my local computer to Canvas, but not as easily or effectively 
as on Blackboard. 
I love the option to link google documents to canvas.... as sson as you update something on 
google it is automatically updated in Canvas, too. That really helps with multiple sections! 

Rubrics needs some work in Canvas; can't report against them currently. 
I did import from Blackboard, but it brought so much extra stuff I deleted it all and started 
over.  The best solution was to use Canvas while referring to external web based materials, 
including Adobe Presenter/Connect and YouTube 

 
  

Did not Strongly No Strongly
answer disagree Disagree opinion Agree agree Average

a. Using Canvas has allowed me to deliver course content more 
easily.

0% 0% 5% 5% 37% 53% 4.4

b. Using Canvas has allowed me to communicate more efficiently 
with my class.

0% 5% 16% 11% 16% 53% 3.9

c. Overall, using Canvas has enhanced my teaching experience in 
this class.

0% 0% 0% 16% 42% 42% 4.3

d. I like the look and feel of Canvas. 0% 0% 11% 11% 26% 53% 4.2
e. Canvas is easy to navigate. 5% 0% 5% 5% 32% 53% 4.2

f. It was easy to add my existing course content to Canvas. 11% 0% 11% 11% 37% 32% 3.6

2. Which of the following procedures did you find successful for adding course content to Canvas? 
     Please select all that apply.

Creating content directly within Canvas 84%  
Importing files from Blackboard to Canvas 42%  

Uploading original files from local computer to Canvas 74%  
Referring to Blackboard course while organizing content in Canvas 21%  

Other workaround 16%  
Did not answer 5%  
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Other 
DeLayna has been very helpful. 
Did a fair amount of reading Canvas help guides and other sites to figure out specific questions 
Immersion. 
trial and error 

 

 
 
 

 
  

3. Which of the following methods did you use to learn how to use Canvas? Please select all that apply.

Online videos 42%  
Online tutorials other than videos 68%  

Training webinar 26%  
Group training workshop 74%  

One-on-one training session 32%  
Request for support 47%  
None of the above 0%  

Other 11%  

4. How would you rate your overall satisfaction with Canvas? 

 Extremely dissatisfied 0%  
Dissatisfied 5%  
No opinion 0%  

Satisfied 47%  
Extremely satisfied 47%  

5.  How would you rate your overall satisfaction with Blackboard? 
     If you have not used Blackboard, please select “Have not used.” 

 Extremely dissatisfied 0%  
Dissatisfied 32%  
No opinion 16%  

Satisfied 47%  
Extremely satisfied 5%  

Have not used 0%  
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8.  Please provide any other feedback that would help in our evaluation of Canvas. 
 

Canvas may well work better than Blackboard for online courses. But for face-to-face courses, it has a 
very serious weakness: I can't create a column to post scores on quizzes, exams, presentations, etc. that 
were done in class. This is a vital function of an online learning system to support a face-to-face course. I 
had to keep using Blackboard all quarter long to post quiz scores and averages, exam scores, 
presentation scores, etc. Besides that serious flaw, Canvas presented smaller flaws: The very basic 
function of uploading documents from my computer is treated by Canvas as some obscure, rarely used 
alternative. Under "Modules," I have to click on a tiny, obscure icon shaped like a gear, then change 
"Add Assignment" to "Add File," then scroll down to the last item, "[New File]," which is in brackets as if 
it's some kind of afterthought. But uploading documents from my computer is very basic to FTF courses. 
Further, when I post a document under "Modules," I can't add comments about it for the students to 
read before opening the document, as I can on Blackboard. Also, when students open my document to 
view it, all page borders and page colors are gone. I think images and clip art are gone, too. Students 
have to download the document to retrieve the original format. In Blackboard, all elements of the 
original document are right there when students view the document. Finally, when I add an 
announcement to Canvas, there is no box for me to check, as in Blackboard, to immediately send an e-
mail to all students in the course. It's up to the students to set up any such notifications. So while Canvas 
may work better than Blackboard for online courses, it will need some serious tweaking to function well 
as support for face-to-face courses. Above all, instructors MUST be able to post scores on in-class 
assignments without having to create an online assignment. 
  

6. How would you rate your overall satisfaction with Canvas Help & Technical Support? 
      If you have not used Canvas Help & Technical Support, please select “Have not used.” 

 Extremely dissatisfied 0%  
Dissatisfied 5%  
No opinion 0%  

Satisfied 42%  
Extremely satisfied 21%  

Have not used 26%  
Did not answer 5%  

7. Would you recommend Canvas for campus-wide adoption to replace Blackboard? 

Yes 89%  
No opinion 5%  
No opinion 5%  
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8.  Please provide any other feedback that would help in our evaluation of Canvas – continued 
 

Canvas seems to be in a Beta stage to me. Many inconsistencies and deadends that will frustrate faculty 
who are less comfortable with such technologies. 
Great LMS system. A few bugs yet to work out, including issues with logins, but would definitely prefer 
to pursue this system than to return to Blackboard.  
I found Canvas to be much easier this summer teaching than Spring. I'm learning more every time I use 
it. The speed grader is a lifesaver and the communication piece all in one. 
I like Canvas much more than BB, but I have used BB only for 6 months... my old university already used 
Canvas, so my opinion might be biased. As mentioned above: the possibility to link other content such 
as youtube or google docs into the web-pages is great. You can link the powerpoint presentation into a 
frame on the page and the students can watch the presentation online or they can print it out or save as 
a pdf. I am teaching an online class right now and really like the speed grader. That tool helps me to see 
right away if I am on track... also the options to track the progress of the individual students as well as 
the course analytics are very helpful tools! One thing that is lacking is the option to have "bonus 
questions" on a quiz. That is the one thumbs down point for me so far. BB offered you the option even 
after the exam was taken, to define a questions as "extra credit" Canvas does not have an easy option at 
all to give those brownie points :( 
It seems a no-brainer that we should migrate to Canvas. It is a vastly superior LMS than Blackboard. 

My biggest issue with Canvas is the "conversations" section. (I have requested this feature be changed 
on their website). It is difficult to keep track of messages in "conversations" since ANY communication 
(i.e. student comments on paper submissions) appears here. In addition, any message I send to students 
appears here--resulting in over 500 messages to manage! If we adopt Canvas as our LMS, I would like to 
see this section more organized or disabled--asking students to contact us directly via groupwise email. 
Perhaps this is an option in BlackBoard that I don't know about, but I _really_ like that I can lock 
modules for release at specific times so I can pace the students. 

Question 1 - communicating with students. I disagreed because I have no control over sending 
Announcements out to students. They control what they receive, how, and when, so I don't know if my 
communications are effective. Look and feel - I disagreed because I liked in Blackboard that I could 
chose different colors for my 3 different courses and so made it easier to keep them all straight. 
Unfortunately, our department had such a short time to learn the program while putting in our class 
information to be ready for summer. Because of that I had some very frustrating hours. I hope if the 
program is adopted, it will be done in a more timely manner for allowing more training with the 
program. Having said that, I am enjoying using Canvas and do think it is a fairly user friendly program. I 
think it is easier to send emails/announcements to students using Blackboard (which I am doing). 
Upgrade Big Blue to record lectures. 
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